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Since social innovations such as ESD are implemented and
realized through social relations, applications of
quantitative and qualitative techniques of Social Network
Analysis (SNA) or network and governance approaches as
such to study the increasing relevance of ESD seem
apparent. Despite considerable research on the
involvement of ESD, however, its implementation through
relations, as well as the interactions between diﬀerent
actors in these processes, have been researched scarcely
with social network approaches. This Special Issue
addresses the research gap and welcomes articles that are
related to aspects of social networks and collaboration
with a focus on education and sustainability. It encourages
contributions employing diﬀerent approaches and
quantitative and/or qualitative network methods and
drawing on different data.
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I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international open access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable development. The
journal publishes original research articles, reviews,
conference proceedings (peer reviewed full articles) and
communications. I am confident you will find the journal
contributes to enhancing understanding of sustainability
and fostering initiatives and applications of sustainabilitybased measures and activities.
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